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ABSTRACT

In today’s education arena the effect of technology is making a lasting impact in achieving the goals of education. Students of today are not like their counterparts of yesterday in terms of seeking knowledge and learning more. Their eagerness has been multiplied in producing Indian masterminds like Sunder Pitchai touching the glory of power and prosperity. In the bygone days of Guru Kula, a teacher with limited knowledge. Teaching with a handful of students this cannot be followed or adopted today just clicking a mouse will get you accessibility of the whole world of updated information. So modern teacher is expected to use modern methodology with technical prowess in their teaching-learning process. Polytechnic college teachers should not shun Learner-Centred education and instructional based teaching. The PPT considered being an effective tool to achieve the pools of education.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s student community live in a global village. Knowledgeable students expect their teachers to be advanced in knowledge and computer savvy teachers should try to fulfill the aspiration of the students keeping in mind the aspects of both matter and manner. It is a strong belief of education policymakers that the technology does not pose a great threat but as a provider of the sole answer to many issues associated with quality in education. As the consequences of this idea, almost all educational institutions have been loaded with high configuration computer with Wi-Fi connectivity and software.

The teacher has also had the equal part like their management in developing and working knowledge of software application. Language learning software like Orell and Globarena become useless when the teacher does not know how to utilize to teach his polytechnic students. All the efforts of the management and the government are in vain. The features of the students are bleak the teacher must learn to use tools by themselves and the tools must be applied in the practice session. PowerPoint Presentation is just a powerful tool for learning its presenting Microsoft packages and fully of electronic slides. Files can be embedded in the basic of the power point presentation is based on seeing is believing with the help of Microsoft power point the teacher can create interactive presentation contain text, art, animation, audio and video elements. PPT is popular because one can animate words in graphics, add sound effects and PPT mesmerize the attention of the students.

PPTs enabled the teacher to increase the quality of material and visuals. PPT as it is prepared in advance to help the teacher to find more time for action and teaching. It has a powerful tool for building students in notes taking, reinforcing points made in a lecture, the teacher can guide the student s to create and use in-class presentation. It is much hand to the teacher to present the main lecture and student with learning disabilities find it useful to them. In understanding to the tiding when the PPT is on the student often talk to PPT.

2. HIGH LIGHT TO THE PPT

It is an interesting piece of word to match and watch thus catering to the learners need .it is much more beneficial than whiteboard, because the PPTs have special check function, PPT activates creativity among students and even teachers are motivated well designed PPT with animation, graphics audio and video link shows the poised to the teachers, the multi-task creativity of the teachers.

3. FUNCTIONAL USAGE OF PPT IN TEACHING ENGLISH

(i) The Phonetic chart with speech sounds and phonetic symbols can be displayed using PPT to help the student to pick up the correct pronunciation

(ii) The tense chart may be displayed for clear understanding and better teaching.
Presentations linking to the internet to teach oral presentation with interview techniques, debates will be more effective and advanced form of teaching to the polytechnic students.

The teacher can share a lesson and lecture present on PPT easily on a flash drive in through electronic mail thus absentees can receive their information.

Feel trips, slides show can be developed the students work together to make a slideshow that presents what they saw and what they learn.

PPT can be used to form a biographical and autobiographical story about themselves and about the tall personalities of the world like Trump, Putin etc.

scanned photos can be inserted and the slides can be put together in the present to show an audience. if the teacher is much interested he can arrange and an English study tour to nearby State and make the students converse with elite people in Planetarium. In the metro station and shopping malls and their interactions can be put together as audio and video files in a presentation helping the students acquiring first and communication skills. The same can be alone by meeting native speakers in the international tourist spots like Madurai, Pondicherry, and Chennai. The PPT is a useful tool for creating slideshow the students about the books they read prescribed by teachers.

Students can be exhibited their talent in Poetry writing, Hints developing, Missing letters, Partial mock interview, and present them through PPTs.

PPT can be effectively used to create portfolios of students acquiring English language skills.

4. CONCLUSION

Thus creative and wise teacher of English could avail the modern electronic toll called PPT in enhancing communication skills of polytechnic students and developing their teaching capabilities thus we attaining the goal of standard mastering English language skills.
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